
India being the only country with so many different culture and religions can use 

it power of spiritualism for the betterment and awaking of the whole world . 

1) festivals in India should be promoted at international level and special function 

and arrangements and also importance of the festivals should be explained to the 

tourist. 

2) concepts evolved from India should be promoted ex. transcendental 

meditation. 

 3)with the medium of logos , documentaries ,slogans, short movies should and 

promoted through different medium of technology .for example a tourism ad 

promoted by the Madhya Pradesh sarkar. 

4) Important of enrich culture at the Ghats in INDIA. There importance and 

significance, story behind the development  of Ghats an also can be used as a 

employment near Ghats for ex, tourist kids should be firstly trained very well and 

they should be register to ensure that they are having correct and they are 

providing correct knowledge and history about the place. 

5) one big issues for the international tourist is that the dhongi  baba’s and jogi’s  

present at the spiritual places should be removed otherwise negative imaged is 

framed by the acts done by them. The baba’s with true power and knowledge 

should be promoted for increase and for betterment of society . 

6)spirituality is for peace and ultimate knowledge so tourist from the very 

beginning from the time of arrival at any spiritual place should be made 

comfortable from all aspects than wither it’s about the locality present there or 

other things. 

7) through different means of communication and media a atmosphere and 

environment should be created between peoples in India than towards the 

importance on ancient knowledge toward the teaching of THE HOLY BOOK GITA . 

the definition of life can be found answer to each and every question is present 

there in GITA. 



8) India with the power of Hinduism should promote knowledge and spread 

message of peace through the medium of different Hindu temples which are 

made with or the other reason and having religious importance . 

9) cleanness, swachh bharat , cleanness should the for most and basic priority and 

if cleaned measures should be taken to maintained it clean for the future. All the 

technical problem than wither it is related to booking tickets,  traveling,  

accommodation, should be well planned and maintained basic requirement 

should be fulfilled  . 

10)  India be overloaded with so many law as said by the prime minister ji a web is 

being created being a law student I would suggest not to make new law but to 

reform the old one if necessary. 

 

  


